From Our Customers
“The index books are as interesting as they can be. Even stirs more interest! THANK YOU SO
VERY MUCH! We looked through True West and Old West and are completely satisfied
the mags are in great shape and we are so pleased. Also thanks for the ones in wraps. All your
hard work is sincerely appreciated and we wonder how you keep such good track of them all.
Amazing. Keep up the good work and you will hear from us again” (New Mexico).
“You are an incredible source for such periodicals... Your prices are excellent…. Obtaining these
is a coup” (England).
“The Outlaw Trail History Center is proud to announce we have purchase a complete set of Real
West magazine from member, Larry Walker. Walker has been filling in our collection of True
West, Golden West, Frontier Times and American West and as of now we have one of the most
complete sets of western magazines. We might add here that Larry gives the center a big
discount and looks out for our interests, and we appreciate his help.
With the available indexes, these magazines are a valuable asset to our collection. Besides the
researchers who are coming in and using them, the school kids have discovered them. Many
students are doing research papers and history fair projects on outlaws and lawmen, and they feel
they have found a gold mine….
Shortly after receiving [the magazines], all Uintah High School sophomores were assigned to
write a research paper on a list of western characters. Unable to find the material they needed
elsewhere, one young man in desperation discovered the Outlaw Trail History Center and
Larry’s magazines had all the people on the list. We were then bombarded for a week with
hundreds of students” (ewsletter of the Outlaw Trail History Association & Center, Vol. 2, No.
2 - Fall 1992, Vol. 4, No. 1 - Spring 1994).

